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recherche :
Physique théorique (acoustique, ultrasons, ondes élastiques et électromagnétiques, physique nucléaire) .
Acoustique : développement de la théorie des ondes circonférentielles dans la diffusion acoustique
. Développement
original de la théorie de la diffusion résonnante acoustique
. Focalisation du son se propageant dans l'océan .
Ondes élastiques : premier développement de la théorie de la diffusion résonnante par des cavités et inclusions dans
la matière solide.
Ondes électromagnétiques : établissement du rapport entre la théorie de la diffusion résonnante et la méthode du
développement en singularités (SEM)
. Théorie de la propagation des ondes radio dans le chenal terre-ionosphère .
Théorie nucléaire : développement de la théorie fondamentale du rayonnement du freinage cohérent (éditeur d'un
livre récent)
. Développement d'un modèle nucléaire de vibrations collectives multipolaires, et applications à la
diffusion des électrons (auteur de deux livres) . Réactions photopioniques . Modèle collectif de la diffusion ion-ion .
Réactions de neutrinos (éditeur d'un livre) .
SUMMARY
A microinhomogeneous medium, consisting of randomly distributed cavities or inclusions in a homogeneous
elastic matrix, can be represented as a dispersive homogeneous medium with effective material constants (moduli,
bulk wave speeds, and absorptions) . For wavelengths long compared to the size of the scatterers, Kuster and
Toksôz have developed a method (not including rescattering) which obtains these effective material properties
by comparing exact and effective monopole, dipole and quadrupole amplitudes . We extend this approach to the
case where the wavelength is comparable to the size of the scatterers (assumed spherical) ; in this case, particle
resonances are taken into account and lead to widened resonances in the effective material parameters . The
cases of bubbly liquids, of perforated solids, and of solids with solid inclusions (particulate composites) are
treated in this fashion. Measurements by Kinra and Anand verify our results. In addition, many previous results
for the effective moduli of composites, obtained in the static (i . e ., low-frequency) limit, are recovered as particular
cases of our approach .
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RÉSUMÉ
Un milieu micro-inhomogène, qui consiste en cavités ou inclusions distribuées dans une matrice élastique homogène
de façon aléatoire, peut être considéré comme un milieu homogène et dispersif possédant des constantes de matériaux
équivalentes ou effectives (modules, vitesses des ondes de volume et constantes d'absorption) . Dans le cas de longueurs
d'onde grandes devant la dimension des objets diffuseurs, Kuster et Toksôz ont développé une méthode (ne prenant
pas en compte les effets de diffusion multiple) qui donne les propriétés des matériaux équivalents en comparant les
amplitudes monopolaire, dipolaire et quadripolaire exactes et effectives . Nous avons étendu cette approche au cas
où la longueur d'onde devient comparable aux dimensions des objets diffusants (considérés comme sphériques) ; dans
ce cas, on tient compte des résonances des particules qui causent des résonances élargies dans les paramètres
effectifs des matériaux. On traite de cette façon les liquides contenant des bulles, les solides perforés, et les solides
contenant des inclusions . Nos résultats sont vérifiés par les mesures de Kinra et Anand . De plus, des résultats
antérieurs concernant les modules effectifs de milieux composés, obtenus dans la limite statique (ou de basse
fréquence), sont trouvés ici comme cas particuliers de notre approche .
MOTS CLÉS
Milieu micro-inhomogène, constantes de matériaux effectives, résonances, dispersion, liquides à bulles, solides perforés, inclusions .
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We employ a method first suggested by Ament [1],
and later elaborated on and applied to the case of
seismic-wave propagation by Kuster and Toksôz [2],
in order to obtain effective material constants (mod-
ulo, wave speeds, attenuations) for microinhomogene-
ous media consisting of a random distribution of
spherical solid inclusions, fluid-filled cavities or gas
bubbles in an otherwise homogeneous solid or fluid
host medium. Our method is based on the scattering
of waves, and by a comparison of monopole, dipole
and quadrupole scattering amplitudes from the micro-
inhomogeneities with those from a sphere of the effec-
tive material, we were able to obtain frequency-depen-
dent effective moduli, wave speeds and attenuations
which, in contrast to previous work, contain the
effects of monopole resonances of the individual inclu-
sions, as retained by us in the long-wavelength expan-
sion. Our theory neglects rescattering effects and is
thus restricted to small to moderate volume concentra-
tions ' (< 40% in some experiments) . By its dynamic
nature, it furnishes dispersion curves for wave propag-
ation constants which reproduce well their acoustical
branch, as obtained experimentally for random glass
spheres in an epoxy matrix [3], while the optical
branch (dipole resonances) is not included in our
results due to our restriction to monopole resonances .
We also discuss our results for the case of water
containing air bubbles, as well as recent experiments
on this topic [4] . Our general dynamic results are
shown to reduce to previously obtained static limits
for the effective material constants.
2. General formalism
In an elastic host medium containing N solid spheri-
cal inclusions, the total compressional-wave potential
generated by an incident p-wave is :
(2 .1)
N
(r) _ (Pont (r) +
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if one neglects multiple scattering and retains only
single-scattering amplitudes cp
(
G) ( r, r k) from the N
scatterers of radii a k, their centers being at random
positions rk . Alternately, one may consider a large
sphere of radius R, with center at ro, consisting of an
"effective" medium (quantities denoted by a tilde)
and imbedded in the saure host material ; il leads to
a total field :
(2 .2)
(p (r) = ( pi . . (r) + ~se (r, ro) .
We define the effective medium to be such as to
produce the same scattered far field as the actual
composite, so that at r > R,
N




In this latter relation, a comparison of monopole
(A,), dipole (A 2) and quadrupole (A 3) scattering
amplitudes (which can be thought of as the leading
terms in a long-wavelength expansion of
(p . .)
is shown
to be sufficient to determine the effective material
constants [2] . It is necessary, however, to carry out a
similar long-wavelength expansion in the known [5, 6]
multipole amplitudes A„ (which would appear to be
called for here, for the sake of consistency) with a
certain amount of care : some ternis in A„ contain the
square of the frequency, which is normally neglected
in the long-wavelength expansion, but multiplied by
P1/P2, the ratio of host (1)-to-inclusion (2) densities,
which may be large so that the corresponding term
is no longer negligible . Retaining such terms in A o is
seen [7, 8] to effect an inclusion of monopole reson-
ance terms in the scattering amplitude, which indeed
appear prominently in such quantities as the dynamic
(frequency-dependent) sound speeds and attenuations
in bubbly liquids [7], or in the effective wave speeds
and moduli of materials containing fluid-filled cavities
[8] or solid inclusions [9] . These resonance terms are
retained here in A o , but not in A 1 or A 2 . For the
case of solid inclusions, this leads to the explanation
of the acoustical branches of measured dispersion
curves [2] for the effective medium, but not their
optical branches ; these would have to be explained
by retaining resonance terms in A 1 .
Denoting, for a sphere of radius R, the normalized
frequency
Xd1= kd1
R where k d1 = ù)/c, is the p-wave
number in medium 1, one has [8] :
X	
4µ1(1t2 - µ1)
6 µ2 (ke1 +2 µ1)+1t1(9
k e 1 +8
µl)
1
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(2 .4 a) Ao= X
d1 3-Xô f -Xô S +Xô ;
3i X














Xô f=(3 P2/PI) (Cd2/Cd1) 2
is the Minnaert [10] bubble resonance frequency,
(2 .5 b) X' S=(2 cs1/Cdl) 2
that of the Meyer-Brendel-Tamm [11] resonance for
evacuated cavities in solids, and :
(2 .5 c)
Xôi=(P2/Pl)(2cs2/cdl) 2
an additional resonance due to shear in the inclusion ;
kei = ?i+ 391
is the elastic bulk modulus of medium 1 (?, and µ
being the Lamé constants) .
3. Specific results
We may now compare A„ (n = 0, 1, 2) separately in
the fashion of Equation (2 . 3) . This determines elastic
moduli and wave speeds as listed in Reference [9] .















































6 µ2	 kei+ 2 µi + 6(kel+ 2 µl)
µl













3 a B2 +C2
(3 .5a)
A=1-P1 câ1 + 4 P1csi - 4 P2cs
P2 Cd2 3 P2 Cd2 3 P2 Cd2
(3 .3
(3 .4 a)








Here, the volume concentration is :
























3 P2 Cd2 cal
P2=(1 - q)P1+D P2
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Fig.
3 .2 . - Effective wave speeds for a=1 mm glass spheres
in epoxy, vs. concentration II (a) effective sound speed c 2 at
f=0.25 MHz, (b) effective shear wave speed .
600
d8im
Figure 3 . 1 shows theoretical [9] and measured [3]
results for the frequency dependence of the effective
I
400
p-wave speed in a medium of glass spheres (average
radius 1 mm) in epoxy, at concentrations 0=5% and
15%. Figure 3 .2 a shows this speed at f=0.5 MHz,
200
plotted vs. t1, and Figure 3 .2 b displays the shear
speed vs . 1 ; the agreement is good up to D=40% . . 100
4. Particular cases
The static effective material constants are obtained in
the limit f=0 . Our above results then agree with the
previous static results of Mal and Bose [12],
Kerner [13], and Hashin [14]. For rigid inclusions (Â,2,
µ2 -4 00)
of dilute concentration (0 4 1) we recover
the results of Moon and Mao [15], and if the host
medium is additionally assumed incompressible (Pois-




a result obtained by Einstein [16] .
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Here one has cs1 =cs2 =0, further U=1, V=O. The
theory then reduces to a previously treated case [7],
and Figure 5 . 1 a presents numerical results for water
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Fig. 5 .1 .
- Attenuation (top) and effective sound speed (bottom)
in bubbly
water at (a) a=1 mm, 0=0
.000377, (b) a=45 µm,
(D=0
.0000267.
(their resonance frequency being 3 .285 kHz) compa-
red to experimental results of Silberman [17]: the top
portion shows absorption, the botton portion the
effective sound speed. Figure 5 . 1 b gives more recent
measurements (crosses) at q) =0.0000267 for a bubble
distribution centered on a =45 µm, compared to
theory (solid curves) [4]. In this latter work, it is
also shown how, with one measurement of c at low
frequency, and two at high frequency, the first three
moments of the bubble size distributions can be experi-
mentally determined .
6. Conclusion
The foregoing theory permits the determination of
dynamic effective material constants for microinhomo-
geneous media containing gas bubbles, fluid-filled cavi-
ties or solid inclusions (treated as spherical), for low
to moderate concentrations of the inhomogeneities,
and taking their resonances (as functions of fre-
quency) into account
. For higher concentrations, self-
consistent methods have to be invoked such as that
of Chaban
[18] ; this latter method, however, treats
resonances in an ad-hoc fashion only .
This work represents a collaboration of the author
with G. C. Gaunaurd, with portions supported by
NSWC and ONR .
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